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Предложена Ъ\) (2)® U (I) - модель единого описания сла-
бого и электромагнитного взаимодействий лептонов и кварков, в
которой нарушена JW€ - универсальность слабого взаимодействия с
нейтральными токами: нейтральный слабый ток мюона является век-
тором, в то время как нейтральный ток электрона представляет
собой сумму векторной и аксиальной частей. Электромагнитное
взаимодействие и слабое взаимодействие, обусловленное заряжен-
ными слабыми токами, в предложенной модели обладают свойством
jue - универсальности. Модель обобщена также на процессы с
участием адронов.

H.P.Rekalo, V.A.Koval'chuk, A.P.Sekalo.
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The uxxlfied SU(2)®TJ(1) model o f t h e weak and electromagne- i

tic interactions of leptons and quarks is suggested* In this •

model the JUfi universality is violated for the neutral-current \

weak interactions s the muonic neutral weak current i s a vector, '

while the electronic neutral weak current is a sua of both vec-

tor and axial parts. ThejWe universality of charged-current

weak interaction and electromagnetic interaction i s conserved.

The suggested model i s generalized on the hadronic processes.

Kharkov Physical Technical Institute ( KBTI ), 1979



1. As it is known, the kJLC universality implies the iden-

tity of electron and muon electromagnetic and weak interactions.

The measurements of electron and muon magnetic moments, the com-

parison of energy level structure of usual atoms and M atoms

and the data on the elastic and inelastic scattering of elec-

trons and mucns by hadrons, the e!+£~ and ju + JU~ pair pro-

duction experiments on colliding electron—positron beams con-

firm the <U6 universality of the electromagnetic interaction.

The leptonic decays of К and К mesons and the comparison of

the fi decay with p
1
 decay and JU capture confirm the lUC uni-

versality of the charged-current weak interaction.

It is important to note that at present the yue universa-

lity is only established for the weak interaction processes ca-

used by the charged currents. Meanwhile the Л1С universality

of the neutral-current weak interaction is not confirmed expe-

rimentally, although the electron-muon symmetry is usually po-

stulated in all unified models of weak and electromagnetic in-

teractions of leptons and quarks. Nevertheless in these models

the /ue universality for neutral weak currents seems to be less

"natural" and necessary as compared with fxt universality for

electromagnetic and charged weak currents. In unified models

of the weak and electromagnetic interactions it is possible

to introduce the violation of the /w£ universality fl-3] •

In the present paper we suggest a unified SU(2)®U(1) mo-

del of the weak and electromagnetic interactions of leptons

and quarks, in which the ум. е universality is violated in the

muon and electron weak currents, though this universality is

correct both for the electromagnetic and charged-current weak

interactions* The predictions of suggested model consist with

all available experimental data concerning weak interaction of

unions and electrons. ^



2. Let us assume that an electron and muon form the follo-
wing multiplets of SU(2) ® U(1) symmetry of weak and electro-
magnetic interactions

V
L L

where N is a neutral hypothetical heavy lepton with a mass

greater than muon mass. The electronic sector in the (1) is

described just as in the Weinberg's standard model [4-] , where-

as the muonic sector is described the same way as in the vec-

tor like models [5] •

II; immediately follows from the structure of the left doub-

lets that the charged currents for \> •*-*• С and 4*"* *" /*"

transitions are the same. This similarity guarantees the JU. t

universality of the charged-current weak interaction. The struc-

ture of the Vg —• V
e
 and V^ ~~* V>ju. neutral currents is

also the same. But the neutral weak currents of electron and

muon differ. In fact, let us write the effective neutral-cur-

rent weak Lagrangian in the form

у = i _ т(г ) Jlz)

(k)

where Ь is the weak coupling constant. Then the leptonic
neutral current has the following structure

where С define a the wave function of the lepton С • The cons-

tants V and a are defined in the considered model by the

Weinberg angle U&/
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ve = -1/2 • гiir?8v , ae= -

\= %= i ' z , «ve = aV/t= //2 .
Thus, the muonic weak neutral current is a pure vector,

while the electronic weak neutral current is a sum of both vec-

tor and axial parts. Therefore our model predicts the suppressi-

on of B-odd effects in / a mesoatoms [6] , but no suppression

appears in usual atoms [4-J •

Irrespective of the hadronic neutral weak current structu-

re the predicted asymmetry between the electron and muon should

lead to different P-odd effects in elastic and deep-inelastic

electron - and muon-nucleon scattering: the P-odd effects in

/Up scattering are only caused by the P-invariance violation

in the hadronic neutral weak current, while the P-odd effects

in 6p scattering are caused by the P-invariance violation

both in the muonic and hadronic neutral weak currents*

Note that the Sehgal's relations [7]

found in the А* в universality scheme ara valid in our model.

Therefore the experimental confirmation of these relations will

not prove the yU£ universality. But in the considered model the-

re is nonequality <j ( VjuC) ф <Г( Ve/* ) (the \f^ cross

section may be measured in principle in the rauonic pair produc-

tion by the Vg beam in the Coulomb field of nuclei).

The jUC universality should be carried out wifchin the mu-

on-electron mass difference in comparing with p lepton mass

in the leptonic decays of the д lepton



^ * & * \ •

The used structure of the doublets (1) leads to the appea-
rance of the right-handed charged currents but these currents
define the transitions with heavy lepton, fA. +—*• J\f°

Weak neutral currents cause the P-odd effects in reaction
в* e~ - * 6 + 6 " but in the e + C~ — JU*+J"- reac-

tion the F-odd effects should appear as a result of the P vio-
lation in the electronic neutral weak current only. For example,
if initial electron has the helicity equal to j[/Z (Д = - 1 )
then the differential cross section of the £+ g ~~ »» (ui*'JU~
process must depend on this helicity, so we have for the asym-
metry coefficient

where S = (K_ + K + j
2 =_(p_ + p+ f } K- and p- are

_

the 4 - momenta of the £** and JU+ (we neglect the lepton ma-

sses). The muons produced in the C~ £ + annihilation of the

nonpolarized electrons and positrons must have the longitu-

dinal polarization.

3« Quarks may be also included in this model* It follows

from the quark-lepton analogy that at least one new quark sho-

uld be added to the standard IL f d? 5 and С quarks. Then

the quarks may form the following multiplets of SU(2) ® U(i)

gauge symmetry

U L U
where d

c
 = dt0sQ

c +
 S Stfl 6>

c
 , S

Q
= S COS 6

c
-(L Sift B

c

( 6
C
 is a Cabibbo angle) and Ь is a hypothetical quark with a

charge equal to -i/3 •

The weak neutral current of quarks has the following struc-

ture

4



V
u
 = / --jsin

z
6

w
 , a

u
 = о , w

It is seen that the weak neutral current of the U quark is a

vector current, while the neutral current of the other quarks

has both the vector and axial parts*

It is possible to choose a different structure of the

quark multiplets

";} ('I I
е

A L ,

In th is case 1Гп and &n have the form

C6>

Note, that the isoscalar neutral current in the f irst va-
riant of the quark mul tip lets contains the contribution of the
nonstrange U. and (L quarks ae well as the contributions of
the isoscalar С b and 5 quarks. It should be mentioned that
the isoscalar current of the U. and d. quarks contains both the
vector and axial parts* line weak neutral current of a deuteron
turned out to contain an axial part even if we neglect the
contribution of the strange and other heavy quarks* Therefore
the P-odd effects i n e j ) scattering must drastically differ
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from those in the Weinberg model [8] , in which neutral current

of a deuteron (and of other isoscalar nuclei) is proportional

to an electromagnetic current*

Let us consider now the deep inelastic scattering of the

longitudinally polarized lap tons on nonpolarized deuterons. The

choice of deuteron target is dictated by the wish to obtain

the asymmetry formulae which are independent of the quark dis-

tribution functions in the nucleons (on the longitudinal momen-

ta of quarks). Indeed, the scattering asymmetry of longitudina-

lly polarized muons by nonpolarized deuterons in the case of the

first variant of quark multiplets has the following form

(7)

where

^ (Л) is the differential cross section of the deep

inelastic muon-deuteron scattering with muon helicity X12. t

U = (1 - 8г/е1) ? E1(8z)is the initial (final) muon

energy in lab. system, j[z is the -̂momentum transfer squ-

ared. The asymmetry integrated over energy transfer

is determined by the value of Weinberg angle. |

For the second variant of the quark model the asymmet- 1

ry exceeds 3 times the above-mentioned asymmetry for all |

values of li and К • (
о

The asymmetry of deep inelastic scattering of longitudinally

polarized electrons on the deuteron does not depend on the qu-

ark distribution functions (in the valence quark approximation).

Thus for the first variant of quark model we have



/f = Щ. \5 _ if

A v

For the second variant one can obtain

Г D
Z
 Г

(e) 9(7 к \A 20 ..
 z
a . 1 ц

Jt9)
Те)

The ê eriiiiental value of the asymmetry of longitudinally

polarized electron scattering on the deuteron agrees with the

both variants of the quark models for different values of SIR dy

for Ч1П?ву= 0.45 ±0.04- in the first variant and for
Sin $jy= 0.20 - 0.03 in the second variant. The U? dependence

asymmetry measurement only will distinguish these models: in
the first variant the absolute value of the asymmetry decreases

from Л Д = 10.6* 10 * a t y = O to / !J)/K = 6.5*10 p a t u = 1;
in the second variant the absolute value of the asymmetry
increases from

Ар/У? - 8.9* Ю"5 at ^ = 0

to ,g» 2

= 12 MO"5 at y. = 1 .

4. Thus, the suggested SU(2)®U(1) unified gauge model

predicts the jut universality of electromagnetic interaction

and charged-current weak interaction. But the yU.£ universali-

ty should be violated in the neutral-current weak interaction.

In considered model it means that the muonic neutral current



is a vector current, while the electronic neutral current must
contain both vector and axial parts .

I t is natural that some other models of the IU>e universa-
l i ty violation, may exist . These models differ both in the lep-
ton multiplets and a gauge symmetry group.
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